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Anywhere.

Any way.
YOU.



Navajo Evo WP

No plans. No maps. No rules.



Navajo Evo WP A D V E N T U R E  L I N E
CE CERIFIED

EN 13634:2017 
Sizes: 38-47  EU

Technical boot developed for the Adventure market, featuring an eye 
catching design and fine detailing that’s built to last, making it truly 
one of a kind.

Internal anti-shock padding 
in the upper

3 quick-release replaceable 
adjustable buckles

“Traction” sole in rubber. 
Anti-slip grip pattern with drainage 

channels to shed mud and water.

Shin ventilation in metal mesh

PU malleolus internal 
protection on both sides

Upper in full-grain black leather, 
treated with oil for enhanced 

water resistance

PU shin protection

Front and rear 
flex points

Full-grain leather with 
diamond-effect finish

Internal heat shield 
in leather

Gearshift reinforcement 
in leather



Vertigo WP Black

RIDE
   ‘N’
   HIKE



Vertigo WP Black A D V E N T U R E  L I N E
CE CERIFIED

EN 13634:2017 

The D3O® logo is globally recognised to 
represent impact protection and our most 
valuable visual asset.

D3O® is a registered trademark and must be 
used as supplied and directed in this docu-
ment. It should not be modified without per-
mission from D3O.

LOGO
MAIN LOGO

ZEROTM LOGO

MINIMUM SIZE

0 10 20 30  40

25mm 
wide

MINIMUM SIZE

0 10 20 30  40

25mm 
wide

SECONDARY OPTIONS

SECONDARY OPTION

Secondary versions of the logo 
should only be used in exceptional 
circumstances and is subject to 
D3O approval.

27

D3O®  protective internal malleolus inserts 
on both sides, an innovative material that 
provides good protection and comfort

Sizes: 38-47 EU

Vertigo represents an unusual fusion inspired by the world of Hiking. 
We’ve taken a standard design and developed a new concept for riders 
in harmony with nature and a thirst to strike out on the trail... thus the 
Ride&Hike concept was born. 

Upper and cuff in 
full grain leather

Perforated, removable, 
anti-shock anatomic 
footbed

Leather tone on tone gearshift reinforcement

Breathable and 
waterproof WP 

lining

Reflective inserts on upper, laces 
and malleolus protectors

Lace stow 
pocket

Outsole tread pattern 
with different zones and 
non-slip grip, featuring 
drainage channels to 
shed water and mud.

Tape lace loops lock the 
tongue firmly in place

“Traction” sole unit in 
rubber with special high-
grip areas at heel and toe

Reflective loop
Hot-welded 

logo



Vertigo WP Brown

Life is adventure



Vertigo WP Brown A D V E N T U R E  L I N E
CE CERIFIED

EN 13634:2017 

The D3O® logo is globally recognised to 
represent impact protection and our most 
valuable visual asset.

D3O® is a registered trademark and must be 
used as supplied and directed in this docu-
ment. It should not be modified without per-
mission from D3O.

LOGO
MAIN LOGO

ZEROTM LOGO

MINIMUM SIZE

0 10 20 30  40

25mm 
wide

MINIMUM SIZE

0 10 20 30  40

25mm 
wide

SECONDARY OPTIONS

SECONDARY OPTION

Secondary versions of the logo 
should only be used in exceptional 
circumstances and is subject to 
D3O approval.

27

D3O®  protective internal malleolus inserts 
on both sides, an innovative material that 
provides good protection and comfort

Sizes: 38-47 EU

Created as a cross-over model, Vertigo is a leather boot designed for the 
Adventure low-cut market.

Upper and cuff in full 
grain leather

Perforated, removable, 
anti-shock anatomic 
footbed

Leather tone on 
tone gearshift 
reinforcement

Breathable and waterproof 
WP lining

Lace stow pocket

Outsole tread pattern with 
different zones and non-slip grip, 
featuring drainage channels to 
shed water and mud.

Tape lace loops lock the 
tongue firmly in place

“Traction” sole unit in 
rubber with special 

high-grip areas at heel 
and toe

Reflective loop

Hot-welded 
logo

Reflective inserts on upper, 
laces and malleolus protectors



Rocket WP

Café racer code



Rocket WP Brown C A F É  R A C E R  L I N E
CE CERIFIED

EN 13634:2017 

PU malleolus protection 
inserts on both sides

Sizes: 39-47 EU

Waterproof military-style boots with a vintage twist, the Rocket is a perfect blend of 
quality, safety and style. The slight nap on the full-grain leather intensifies and the 
aged, “lived in” effect, to lend a weathered look that traces the history of the biker.

Breathable and waterproof 
WP lining

Sole unit in oil-repellent 
anti-static rubber with 
non-slip grip

Perforated, removable, 
and anti-bacterial 
anatomic footbed

Leather tone on 
tone gearshift 
reinforcement

Adjustable closure with 
internal zip, strap and laces

Hot-welded logos

Personalised 
Stylmartin eyelets

Upper in full-grain 
writer leather



Iron WPStreet style and more



Iron WP S N E A K E R S  L I N E
CE CERIFIED

EN 13634:2017 

PU malleolus protection inserts 
on both sides

Sizes: 36-47 EU

The iconic Stylmartin “Iron” represents the perfect embodiment of casual styling and rider 
protection. Created for lovers of streetstyle, its shape recalls the legendary sneaker models of the 
‘80s and ‘90s.
The water resistant full-grain leather with a “graffiti” effect and waterproof membrane make this 
Sneaker both refined and versatile – the perfect choice for riders seeking a stylish look and first-
rate protection.

Upper in full-grain graffiti-effect 
waterproof leather

Sole unit in bi-colour “grime” effect 
rubber with non-slip black grip

Perforated, removable, 
and breathable 
anatomic footbed

Personalised 
Stylmartin eyelets

Waterproof and 
breathable WP lining

Ornamental artisanal 
stitching

Hot-welded logo on 
tongue and side of upper



Sunset Evo

Lifestyle and gasoline



Sunset Evo S N E A K E R S  L I N E
CE CERIFIED

EN 13634:2017 

PU malleolus protection 
inserts on both sides

Sizes: 36-47 EU

Sunset Sneakers embody the true essence of the road and the ideals of riders 
who enjoy cruising during the summer months.  The upper is crafted from 
breathable fabric and features leather inserts which delivers a superb dynamism 
during use.

Upper in breathable 
fabric with waxed 
leather panels

Bi-colour “grime” effect 
rubber sole

Perforated, removable, 
and breathable anatomic 
footbed

Rear inserts in 
reflective fluorescent 
yellow

Lining in breathable 
air mesh

Gearshift 
reinforcement 

in leather





Any where.

Anyway.
YOU.



@stylmartin_official @Stylmartin w w w . s t y l m a r t i n . i t


